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About This Game

Welcome children, to a wonderful, magical, yet grizzly story that old Nicholas never wanted you to know.

After the story is said and done. Your own story will begin.
That's if you can survive the frosty nights that await you:

•The snowman is not so cute and friendly looking when he's hungry.
•Watch the ways into your room carefully for any unexpected 'guests'.

•Be sure to keep the door closed… although getting out of bed may be dangerous.
•There are many bangs, bumps, and distractions seen in the corner of your eye. Are they a real danger, or safe to ignore?

•Prepare yourself, you need something to see in the dark, and something more to defend yourself.
•Survive until the warm sun ruses.

Frosty Nights is a First Person / Point and Click hybrid horror game that focuses on atmosphere and suspense.
The first couple of nights are slow, but the later nights will give you little time to think of your next move.
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This game seems unfinished, there are at least 3 super powers you can't use and i'm pretty sure that these 3 were meant to help
you in one stage in particular that i'm pretty sure is impossible as there is no conceivable way to beat it.. I highly do NOT
recommend this game. If you wish to play as one of the major powers AND simply conduct battles for the various
territories\/zones (similar to Risk or Axis & Allies) then you MAY get some fun out of this. However, playing as any other
nation OR playing a non-aggresive strategy as a major power is a waste of time. My major problems are as follows:
1) Agriculture\/Food: I played games as Spain, Canada, Australia to see how it may be possible to become a major exporter of
food to allies. To my surprise, as I increased the Agricultural capability of my zones\/provinces I saw no appreciable increase in
food production. Thinking that the problem was lack of infrastructure and roads, I increased that as well. Again, no change in
food production to the better... things only got worse. In fact, playing as Canada and Australia - two nations that export billions
in food... my nations were starving and I had to always import food from... Nazi Germany or USSR (who I was at war with)..
Fun and energetic for a VR game. better than most out there as it is more than just a shooter.. I am enjoying this game very
much! The art is well done. Sound effects are really "expressive" too if that makes sense. The characters seem to have a good
amount of development considering how they interact with you. They are interesting and have distinct personalities. It's kind of
quirky and cool. The puzzles for each experience are just challenging enough to keep you going. I also like the slightly macabre
undertone of being in the afterlife. I would recommend this game for sure.. She is awesome. I have no idea what is going on.

But I have started selling organs for profit.

As a Rimworld player, I think that means I am on the right track.. Would recommend if you enjoyed the missions or
multiplayer. Minorish add on to a solid game.. Being a DMC fan, I enjoy this game so much. In fact, it's a great game for any
action/adventure gamer. Graphics and music are Superb. Story not so much.
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Great game for a great price, Harder than I expected. Recommended!. I think I just wanted to scream a extended bad word for
this . It's too bad graphics are great there is a compass which gives you no sence of direction for this big world when I died I felt
like I was on ground hog day had to watch car crash over and over some people talk some don't at one point I thought I did not
make the car crash when nobody talked shortest game I ever played ,some bugs seems more like a demo.. I genenally like
hidden object games, especially if there is a storyline behind it. This game does not focus much on a storyline, rather having
missions to accomplish by finding objects in different locations and in various modes. Nonetheless, i like how challenging it can
get, as the objects change positions after re-exploring a certain location, so it is not that easy but not that hard either. What i
mostly love of the game is the soundtracks playing on the background while finding objects!. its a good game
. TL;DR This is the best Rhythm Action game you can get on Steam. If the music tickles your fancy, pick up the Forever
Friends/'Season Pass' DLC.

Been playing this game since the mobile version originally released and from day 1 the UI and controls have been solid. Since
then they've been focusing on adding more content and porting to other consoles - and with a rhythm game that's all you really
need to do.

The addition of a 2D, vertical scrolling "CLASSIC" theme is going to placate a lot of people that hate the 'hallway' effect the
default skins use, though you should try them all at least once since they look pretty cool.

Songs are roughly 50/50 between original picks/commissions from chinese artists and licenses from some of the usual indie
producers in the rhythm games community. Expect lots of your 'harder' styles of electronic music here.

Really, the only thing left is some UI polish/redesign for some of the extra features they've been adding over the years. You can
still find your way around the menus just fine, but you can tell what they were focusing on.
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